Coaching Your Child To Success
Parent/Carer Guide
Why do we believe in coaching?

Growth Mindset

Coaching is helping to transform the teaching,
learning and assessment practice of our staff at
school. At Beacon High we have lots of talent within
our staff, students and parents/carers. The coaching
programme was established in 2017 and we have
facilitated external CPD and training on coaching for
a large number of our staff. Each member of staff is
involved in a coaching triad.

The Power of “YET” Matthew Syed. In his number one
best selling book, he stated that sometimes the way we
think about our abilities can limit our potential. It can
stop us from even trying.
He argues with the right mind-set we are capable of so
much more because we are willing to put in the effort.
We need to start modelling the power of “YET”.
When our child says “I can’t do it”, rephrase it to “I can’t
do it, yet”. Remind them that learning is a process and
failure is key to progressing, as long as they learn from
their mistakes.

A coaching culture within an organisation is a
culture where not only formal coaching occurs but
also where most people use coaching behaviours as
a means of managing, influencing and
communicating with each other. It is an environment
that values learning and growth of its people.

What is coaching?
‘Coaching is about helping an individual to develop
their full potential’. This is very useful in helping your
child to learn, study or solve problems (such as
organising things, behaving and much more).

How does it work?
Coaching involves conversations. It is about asking
your child the right questions, giving them time to
think and find the answer themselves, rather than
‘telling them’ the answer (which is known as
mentoring).
Ask the following open ended questions (add the
content to the situation or problem posed):

Want do you want?

On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being not important
and 10 being very important), how much do
you want this?

How specifically...?

I’m curious to know …?

“If

my MIND can conceive it, if my HEART can BELIEVE IT… Then I can ACHIEVE IT.”
Jesse Jackson

